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Hello, and a very warm welcome,
It’s hard to find the right words to sum up how we’ve all been feeling during such an intense and
challenging period of time. COVID-19 has shown most of us what we are truly capable of when a crisis
rocks our foundations (and in fact that of the whole world). It has also shown us what community really
means and highlighted more than ever how interconnected we all are to one another.
Whilst we are living in unprecedented times, there’s one thing that has never changed and that’s how we
put the wellbeing of the Sex Worker community at the forefront of everything we do. Over the last three
months we have worked and delivered new initiatives and services in response to how COVID-19 has
affected our community.
When COVID-19 sent Scotland into lockdown on March 23rd, Sex Workers and their families lost their
livelihood and income overnight, without warning and without the financial safeguards offered to others.
We listened to how our Sex Worker community were feeling forced into working in dangerous and
precarious situations just to survive and we knew we had to respond immediately.
Our first priority and response was to put in place basic financial security measures which saw us
launch one of our most successful and largest outreach projects to date. We fundraised over £27,000
which financially supported our community. Once this was in place, we focused on building
relationships with other outreach organisations, including a partnership with Wellbeing Scotland to
provide free therapy and counselling services to Sex Workers. We also quickly diversified to bring our
community online, where we brought experts from all over the world to present workshops to share
knowledge on how Sex Workers could generate income online and maintain financial stability.
In June, the Scottish government announced funding to support the Sex Worker community, for which
our charity was excluded from applying. Since then, we’ve been campaigning on behalf of our Sex
Worker community to be recognised for this funding, associated policy and service planning, but have
not yet been successful.
I want to say a huge thank you and offer sincere gratitude for all the support we’ve been given during
this time and to our internal team, as well as our peer volunteers team, who have worked tirelessly to
prioritise the wellbeing of our community.
In the following pages we outline our response to COVID-19 and the huge, positive impact we have
made. We’ve made great strides, but we can’t do it alone and we still need your help.
We aspire to grow as a wellbeing project and hope you continue to stand with us in our mission to offer
Sex Workers a connected and supportive community.

Dr Anastacia Ryan
Director of Umbrella Lane
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Raising £27,000 for the COVID-19
Emergency Fund
We fundraised £27,112.53 and
made payments to Scotland-based
Sex Workers who were struggling to
make ends meet.

Over 170 individuals received our
financial support who would have
otherwise felt forced to risk their
health to work during COVID-19.

We verified all Sex Workers who applied for funding in
Scotland to ensure those who needed support received it.

Our community spoke loud and clear about their need for continued support after
lockdown and we plan to respond with a fundraising strategy to alleviate financial
instability in the long-term.
Sex Workers across Scotland spoke to us about how they felt forced to continue working during
lockdown. Many had the added pressure of supporting their family and children and risked their
own health and wellbeing to provide for them. The COVID-19 Emergency Fund was transformative
because it helped individuals who were living on the margins of survival every day. It made
the difference between a warm meal and no meal; a safe household and one at greater risk of
contracting the virus; a well-lit house with running electricity and one cast into darkness.
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How did we raise £27,000 in 3 months?
Our social media strategy during
COVID-19 grew our online presence and
crowdsourced donations of £11, 842!

We received generous donations
from the general public, other Sex
Worker organisations and supportive
businesses which brought the total to
an impressive £27,112.53!

We would like to take a moment here to give a massive thank you to;

The voices of Scotland based Sex Workers demonstrate for themselves, better than anyone
else, the difference our fund has made to themthe difference our fund has made to them

The COVID-19 Emergency Fund was so well received in the community that many
Sex Workers sent us kind texts and emails of gratitude:
“Thank you so much for all your help. This is a
lifeline. I thank everyone who works at umbrella
lane and it’s donors”
an email from our 70th recipient
“I would like to request a payment now, as I am totally
afraid to work for so many reasons. I am alone here, I
am HIV+, I don’t want to put my health in risk, if I need to
go to hospital nobody can look after me. Plus, if I need
work maybe I will not have clients at all because when
my phone buzzes I just ignore it. I try to sell my videos
or cam online but it’s not working. Sorry for telling you
everything...I am just opening my heart to you...you’re an
angel”
text from recipient
“That’s an absolute huge help atm. Have a lovely day xx”
email from recipient

“Thank you, it helps a lot in this
uncertain days”
email from our 26th recipient

“Thanks again so much - this is such
a massive help, you’ve no idea!”
email from our 31st recipient

“Thanks again, I cannot tell you how
much it means to know us girls have
somewhere to go at a time like this.
Stay strong and safe, appreciate the
good wishes x”
text from recipient

“You guys are doing more than you
know [heart emoji]”
text from recipient
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Giving our community access to smartphones
during COVID-19
We gave the most isolated and
marginalised Scotland based Sex
Workers a means of communicating
with us and connecting with
each other.

We ensured our online resources
were accessible to any Sex Worker
in Scotland looking for financial and
wellbeing support.

We were recently asked by one of our funders, “How can we ensure that our new online
services are accessible to all Sex Workers?” It was a thought-provoking question that
gave us the opportunity to launch a new service - providing work phones to Sex Workers
across Scotland. We hoped to engage more marginalised groups of Sex Workers with this
project, such as homeless, housing insecure and street-based Sex Workers.

Distributing Smartphones made a difference
Many more community members came into contact with us after our Smartphone Service
was implemented. Our strategy to encourage and include Sex Workers to chat online
succeeded. Not only that, but most individuals also joined our text update service and
mailing list.
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We moved online during COVID-19 and helped Sex
Workers build their online business
We helped Sex Workers in Scotland
earn a more sustainable wage by
running workshops on how to move their
businesses online.

We ran our first international workshops
on topics of online safety, BDSM for
beginners, Sex Worker marketing, selfimage and self-expression.

We supported Sex Workers to diversify their income
Our community members told us that they wanted to know how to market their
services online. We responded to this by arranging the following talks with local
and international Sex Workers presenting from around the world:

•

“How to Improve Your Online Sex Work
Presence” presented by Blue and Jazz

Our community heard from two local Sex
Workers who shared their expertise on online
safety and how to build your online brand.
•

“Professional BDSM for
Beginners” presented by BlakSyn
(kinkyblackeducator)

American Sex Worker and influencer, BlakSyn
lent their skillful approach to Sex Workers
on how to develop professional services
online. As a result of the workshop, our
community gained insight into topics such as
consent, communication and accessibility in
the kink community.

•

“Self-expression and representation
through art” presented by Jacquline
Frances (Jacq the Stripper)

Also speaking live from the US, Jacq spoke
to our community about how Sex Workers
can represent themselves through art, by
way of bodily ownership, self-love and care.
Wellbeing is a priority for all of us, and we
want all Sex Workers to know how to prioritise
and care for themselves to empower a sense
of resilience to the stigma often faced by
our community.

It was a great Scottish success
All of our workshops received a wonderful response from our community. After sending out
online surveys, there were calls for more online opportunities and we have encouraged our
speakers to keep in touch with our community and return for future work. Not only did our
workshops help the sex work community but all funds raised from the ticket sales of BlakSyn’s event were donated to the Scottish racial equality charity, CRER. We also placed all
the money raised from Jacq’s ticket sales in our COVID-19 Emergency Fund.
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At a time of social isolation, we found ways to
grow our community
We kept our community connected
during COVID-19 with a new Sex
Worker-only server.

We brought joy and fun to our Sex
Workers in Scotland when they needed
a boost.

The COVID-19 crisis drove our community further apart than it had ever been before, so
we found ways to adapt and to bring us closer together by using new messaging platforms
and organising fun online events.

How did we grow under lockdown restrictions?
COVID-19 made it impossible to run our weekly drop in sessions but we were determined
Sex Workers would not to lose this essential service. As a solution, we started a Sex
Worker only discord server to host our weekly online drop-in sessions every Tuesday.
But we couldn’t just leave it there, if we were all going to be indoors, we had to have some
fun too! So, during the Pride Month of June, we organised our Big Queer Quiz 2020. The
evening was hosted by the Edinburgh-based drag queen, Rayna Destruction, and we
celebrated the LGBTQ+ community around the world through online platforms. We also
produced blog posts and a video with our community members talking about the history
of International Sex Workers Day. It was important to highlight how far we’ve come as a
community and how much further we’ll go.

We came together and welcomed new community members
We were able to introduce ourselves to more Sex Workers than ever during COVID-19.
Perhaps our Scotland-based Sex Workers preferred the anonymity provided by online
communications through the server.
Our online events also gave us more presence and our community more visibility, leading
us to triple our Instagram following and increase our Twitter followers by 500 people.
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Created important wellbeing partnerships in Scotland
Our community members told us that they were feeling the mental health and financial impact of lockdown but felt worried to access mainstream services for advice and support. We
responded to this by creating partnerships with organisations to support our community in a
positive and inclusive way

We provided our community with important
financial information to help them navigate the
COVID-19 crisis by growing a partnership with the
Workers’ Educational Association (WEA).

We brought free therapeutic care and counselling
to Sex Workers during a challenging time by
partnering with Wellbeing Scotland.

As an NHS Registered Free Condom Distributor, we ensured our community still had access to
Safe Sex Supplies by launching a Postal Delivery Service.

As a marginalised community, Sex Workers did not have access to the same financial
and health benefits as other Scottish citizens during COVID-19.
How did we expand the national
services available for Sex Workers?
Through the following partnerships,
we were able to launch important new
services to safeguard our communities’
finances, mental health and physical
wellbeing:

Workers’ Educational Association
(WEA)
We helped our community to navigate
their finances during *Covid-19, including
how to apply for self-employed funding by
arranging an informative talk with Liam
Casey of the WEA.

Wellbeing Scotland
We kickstarted this partnership by arranging for Sex
Workers to meet with six counsellors from Wellbeing
Scotland to openly discuss what a respectful and
appropriate approach to counselling might look like.

NHS Registered Free Condom Distributor
Sex Workers still needed safe sex supplies, but we
weren’t able to give it to them in person, so we
launched a delivery service. Our Safe Sex Supplies
Postal Delivery Service was launched and covered
Scotland and the north of England. We were able to
go one step further and source new safe sex supplies
too, such as dental dams, to give Sex Workers an
extra form of protection during COVID-19.

Success!
We empowered our community through educational discussions with the WEA, giving them
approaches to managing debt, benefits and bills during COVID-19.
We had an amazing outcome from our Wellbeing Scotland partnership, and we were able to give
Sex Workers access to free counselling and therapy for the first time!
We have directly supplied over thirty Sex Workers with condoms and safe sex provisions. We also
prioritised connecting many of our community members to their local sexual and reproductive
health services.
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Campaigning for inclusion to the Scottish Government for
COVID-19 funding for sex-workers
We sent an open letter to the Scottish Government challenging their
decision to exclude us and other Sex Worker led organisations from
COVID-19 funding.
We asked the governments to reconsider their understanding of Sex
Workers and listen to their real stories before labelling every individual in
a diverse community as a victim of violence and exploitation.
We gained support from other charities and organisations to help us
affect this change in Scotland.

As a response to COVID-19, the Government gave funding to sex worker service providers
to help alleviate the pressures on emergency services and public health. However due
to existing policy they only gave money to current Government funded services. These
services are organisations who agree with the narrow definition of sex work as violence
and exploitation.
As advocates for the Sex Worker community, we knew that the policy was extremely
harmful in its control of Sex Worker narratives. What this policy did not do was understand
its supposed beneficiaries, the Sex Workers themselves, and their views on their own life
and work. More pressing perhaps, it also meant that our network of over 500 Sex Workers
throughout Scotland were not able to receive any funds because we were excluded and
blocked from applying for funding to support. Due to the urgent needs of our community,
we stepped up our campaign for inclusion to the Scottish government to request for
funding for all Sex Workers during Covid-19.

What have we done about this?
We requested for the Scottish Government to transcend politics and include our Sex
Worker led project in related working groups. This Statement for Inclusion received wide
organisational and individual support.

Where do we stand now?
To date, our request for Umbrella Lane’s inclusion in Scottish Government policy and service
planning has been denied. However, we have continued to advocate in the media and gather
the support needed to change policy in order for it to be inclusive and reflective of our
communities needs and experiences.
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Advocating for Sex Workers in the media
We were an advocating voice for Sex Workers experiences during COVID-19.
We raised awareness of the over 500 Sex Workers in our community who were excluded
from government funding.
We featured on BBC Scotland’s Unlocked Podcast where our director, Dr Anastacia Ryan,
and community member, Lucy, gave an interview on the public stigma of sex work during
COVID-19.
We engaged the media in issues of discriminatory sex work policies.

Media coverage

The Daily Record, Online Article, “Struggling sex workers open up on how
lockdown has hit them hard”
by Mark McGiven, June 8th 2020

BBC’s The Social, Summary of interview with Dr Anastacia Ryan on BBC
Scotland’s Unlocked Podcast: Episode 1, “The sex workers breaking
lockdown to make ends meet”
by Myles Bonnar, podcast released May 1st 2020

The Glasgow Times, Online Article, “Sex workers are facing a coronavirus
“catastrophe” - and charities want government support”
April 15th

Open Democracy, Online Article, “COVID-19 illuminates discriminatory sex
work policies”
by Lynzi Armstrong, 9th June 2020

If you have any media enquiries related to this situation, please contact

hello@umbrellalane.org
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What does the future hold for us?
There’s still so much more to do and we can’t do it alone
What our COVID-19 response has taught us is that there’s a much greater need for crisis support
in the Sex Worker community than is available.
First off, we have learned that the COVID-19 Emergency Fund was an incredible beginning to a
much longer journey. Our staff and volunteers put an incredible amount of resources and capacity
into supporting the Sex Worker community financially during this time, but we can’t do it alone. Our
Scotland based Sex Worker community need a longer-term strategy and more organisations and
individuals are needed to raise greater funds.
As COVID-19 restrictions in Scotland begin to ease, we will prioritise our communication,
workshops and services to Sex Workers on alternative funding options and further support.
Meanwhile, we will continue to work on our long-term strategy for fundraising.

We’re always full of ideas for our next scheme
Given the rapidly changing needs of Sex Workers as a result of COVID-19, we launched a peerled needs assessment supported by a trusted academic with lived experience.
These assessment results, to be launched in September 2020, will be used to inform the future
services we can provide in the recovery period and beyond.
They will also support our efforts to raise awareness of sex worker issues in attending mainstream
services. This is with the view to train individuals and organisations for a more inclusive approach
that enables greater accessibility and acceptability of services to Sex Workers throughout
Scotland.

Thank you to the continued support of
Umbrella Lane Funders

Thank you for reading
Visit www.umbrellalane.org
to join our community and hear more about our work. You can also follow
our updates at Facebook, Instagram & Twitter
Email:

hello@umbrellalane.org
for more info

@umbrellalane

@umbrellalane

@umbrellalane

